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Abstract

An anisotropic continuum damage model based on the microplane concept is elaborated. Scalar damage laws are formulated on

several individual microplanes representing the planes of potential failure. These uniaxial constitutive laws can be cast into a fourth-

order damage formulation such that anisotropy of the overall constitutive law is introduced in a natural fashion. Strain gradients are

incorporated in the constitutive equations in order to account for microstructural interaction. Consequently, the underlying boundary

value problem remains well-posed even in the softening regime. The gradient continuum enhancement results in a set of additional

partial di�erential equations which are satis®ed in a weak form. Additional nodal degrees of freedom are introduced which leads to a

modi®ed element formulation. The governing equations can be linearized consistently and solved within an incremental-iterative

Newton±Raphson solution procedure. The capability of the present model to properly simulate the localized failure of quasi-brittle

materials will be demonstrated by means of several examples. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The failure mechanism of heterogeneous materials is of a complex nature. Microcracks tend to develop
at the weakest part of the material leading to failure induced anisotropy. Considering concrete for example,
microcracking usually starts at the interface between the sti� grains and the cement matrix. Growth and
coalescence of these microcracks result in a global sti�ness degradation and a typical localized failure
pattern.

Beyond a certain level of accumulated damage, sti�ness degradation accompanied by strain softening
may result in loss of well-posedness of the boundary value problem. This de®ciency of classical continua
can be avoided by the introduction of an internal length scale. Several techniques to incorporate an internal
length have been suggested such as Cosserat continua, nonlocal continuum models or the inclusion of
viscous terms. Herein, we will apply a nonlocal enhancement of the continuum model. Physically, the
introduction of nonlocal terms can be interpreted by taking into account the heterogeneous substructure of
the material leading to characteristic long range mechanisms such as dislocation motion in metal plasticity,
e.g., Aifantis [1], or microcrack interaction in materials like concrete, see Ba�zant [6]. Since classical continua
are unable to describe this interaction at the material point level, the enhancement of the continuum model
by nonlocal terms, either introduced through an integral equation, or through an additional gradient
equation has become popular. The incorporation of nonlocal quantities through integral equations has
already been proposed in the late 1960s by Kr�oner [16] as well as by Eringen and Edelen [13] for elastic
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material models. Later, their ideas have been extended to continuum damage mechanics by Pijaudier-Cabot
and Ba�zant [3,25]. Either the energy release rate or the damage variable itself were introduced as the scalar
valued nonlocal quantity. Nonlocal anisotropic damage formulations based on a tensorial nonlocal vari-
able, namely the strain ®eld, have also been discussed, see Ba�zant and O�zbolt [5]. However, the application
of nonlocal integral models is not e�cient from a computational point of view. A global averaging pro-
cedure is required and the resulting equations cannot be linearized easily, see Peerlings et al. [23]. Conse-
quently, nonlocal integral models are not considered promising for large scale computations.

An elegant alternative to the nonlocal integral equation was proposed among others by Lasry and
Belytschko [18] and by M�uhlhaus and Aifantis [20]. In their gradient continuum models, nonlocality is
incorporated through a gradient term. An additional equation ensues, which is usually ful®lled in a weak
sense and the nonlocal quantity is introduced as independent variable. The constitutive equations thus
remain local in a ®nite element sense and the linearization is straightforward. The introduction of gradients
in combination with softening plasticity models is now well established, see M�uhlhaus and Aifantis [20], de
Borst and M�uhlhaus [7] and Pamin [21] among others. In gradient plasticity models, the gradient term is
usually introduced into the constitutive equations through the yield function. The application of gradients
in combination with continuum damage mechanics has been presented recently by Peerlings et al. [22] in the
context of isotropic damage evolution. Again, the equivalent strain, see Peerlings et al. [24], or the damage
variable itself, see de Borst et al. [9], can be chosen as the nonlocal quantity. The application of a gradient
continuum enhancement to anisotropic damage evolution has not been analyzed hitherto, and is the scope
of this study.

The general idea of modelling anisotropy by considering the material behavior on several independent
planes goes back to the early ideas of Taylor [28], which were motivated by the crystallographic slip on
several independent slip planes. This reduction to scalar constitutive laws formulated on potential failure
planes was modi®ed by Ba�zant and Gambarova [2] who introduced the so-called microplane model in the
context of the quasi-brittle failure of concrete. The original model has been enhanced by Ba�zant and Prat
[4], Carol et al. [11] and recently by Kuhl and Ramm [17]. The sti�ness degradation on the individual
microplanes is described by the concept of continuum damage mechanics, see e.g., Kachanov [15], Lemaitre
and Chaboche [19] and Simo and Ju [26]. Including di�erent uniaxial constitutive laws for tension, com-
pression and shear, the model takes into account mode I as well as mode II failure in a natural fashion. In
analogy to the theory of plasticity, the evolution of damage is governed by damage loading functions.
Strain gradients are introduced in the individual loading functions to avoid the loss of well-posedness in the
post-critical regime.

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the enhancement of the continuum by gradient
terms, we will brie¯y summarize the constitutive equations of the microplane model. The in¯uence of the
strain gradient term on the microplane equations will be elaborated. Afterwards, the ®nite element im-
plementation of the gradient enhanced microplane model will be derived. Finally, some examples will be
given to demonstrate the features of the model by simulating the complex failure mechanisms of quasi-
brittle materials.

2. Gradient enhanced continuum model

2.1. Nonlocal continuum models

In the following, we will present the general concept of nonlocal contina from which we will derive the
gradient continuum enhancement as a special case. Motivated by the long-range microstructural interac-
tion, the stress response r of a material point is assumed to depend not only on the state of the point itself,
but also on the state of its neighborhood. Based on the early nonlocal elasticity models by Kr�oner [16] and
Eringen and Edelen [13], the de®nition of any nonlocal quantity �Y can be expressed as the weighted average
of its local counterpart Y over a surrounding volume V:

�Y � 1

V

Z
V

g�n�Y�x� n� dV : �1�
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Herein, g�n� represents a certain weight function, which decays smoothly with the distance, for example the
Gaussian distribution function

g�n� � 1

2pl2
exp

ÿn2

2l2

� �
with

1

V

Z
V

g�n� dV � 1: �2�

The extent of the long-range interaction is governed by the internal length scale parameter l. The distance
from the point x to a point in its neighborhood is denoted by n. For isotropic material behavior, it is in
general suf®cient to apply the averaging equation (1) to a scalar-valued quantity, for example the equivalent
strain or the damage variable. For anisotropic models, which are the scope of this study, the nonlocal
generalization should be applied to a tensorial quantity.

2.2. Introduction of strain gradients

In the following, the averaging equation (1) will be applied to the strain tensor �, leading to the de®nition
of its nonlocal counterpart �� of the following form:

�� � 1

V

Z
V

g�n���x� n� dV : �3�

According to Lasry and Belytschko [18] and M�uhlhaus and Aifantis [20], this nonlocal integral equation
can be approximated by a partial di�erential equation. Therefore, we replace the local strain tensor of
Eq. (3) by its Taylor expansion at n � 0:

��x; n� � ��x� � $��x�n� 1

2!
$�2���x�n�2� � 1

3!
$�3���x�n�3� � 1

4!
$�4���x�n�4� � � � � �4�

Herein, $�i� denotes the ith order gradient operator. The combination of Eqs. (3) and (4) yields the fol-
lowing de®nition of the nonlocal strain tensor:

�� � 1

V

Z
V

g�n���x� dV � 1

V

Z
V

g�n�$��x�n dV � 1

2!V

Z
V

g�n�$�2���x�n2 dV

� 1

3!V

Z
V

g�n�$�3���x�n3 dV � 1

4!V

Z
V

g�n�$�4���x�n4 dV � � � � �5�

With the assumption of an isotropic in¯uence of the averaging equation, the integrals of the odd terms
vanish. Truncating the Taylor series of Eq. (4) after the quadratic term leads to the following de®nition of
the nonlocal strain tensor:

�� � 1

V

Z
V

g�n���x� dV � 1

2!V

Z
V

g�n�$�2���x�n2 dV ; �6�

which can be transformed into the partial di�erential equation given below

�� � �� c$2�: �7�
Herein, the constant c is proportional to a length squared. For sake of simplicity, we will apply only one
constant c, thus weighting each component of the gradient term identically. Nevertheless, for the case of
anisotropic damage evolution, an extension to a different weighting of the individual coef®cients, which
results in several different integration constants c11; c22; c12; etc., is straightforward. The gradient parameter
c can be replaced by a varying quantity depending on the load history as proposed by Geers [14]. Nev-
ertheless, within this contribution we will adopt a constant gradient model. When embedding Eq. (7) in a
®nite element analysis, the discretized displacement ®eld u has to ful®ll C1 continuity requirements. Similar
to Peerlings et al. [22], we will therefore approximate Eq. (7) by the following expression:

� � ��ÿ c$2�� �8�
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which is still of second-order accuracy, but requiring only a C0 continuous displacement approximation.
In order to solve the averaging partial di�erential Eq. (8), additional boundary conditions, either of the
Dirichlet or of the Neumann type,

�� � ��p or $�� � n � ��p
n on C �9�

become necessary. The issue of additional boundary conditions has been discussed in detail by Lasry and
Belytschko [18] as well as by M�uhlhaus and Aifantis [20]. Herein, we will adopt the natural boundary
condition of a vanishing gradient

$�� � n � 0 �10�
at every point of the boundary. Nevertheless, the physical interpretation of the additional boundary
condition is still an unsolved issue.

3. Anisotropic damage model

The following anisotropic damage description is based on the ideas of the microplane model as described
in detail by Ba�zant and Prat [4] or more recently by Carol and Ba�zant [12]. The original microplane model
developed for materials like concrete is motivated by the idea of modelling discrete potential failure planes.
Physically, these planes can be interpreted as the weakest material planes, represented by the interface
between the grains and the cement matrix. Herein, we apply a kinematically constrained microplane model,
based on the projection of the overall strain tensor � onto the individual planes, the plane-wise formulation
of uniaxial damage laws and, ®nally, a homogenization procedure to determine the overall stress tensor r.
After brie¯y summarizing the derivation of the overall constitutive law, its modi®cation due to the addi-
tional gradient term will be illustrated.

3.1. Microplane kinematics

Restricting the constitutive model to small strains, the macroscopic strain tensor � is given as the
symmetric part of the displacement gradient $u:

� � $symu: �11�
The microplane model developed for concrete distinguishes between normal volumetric, normal deviatoric
and tangential material behavior. We therefore calculate the scalar-valued volumetric and deviatoric strain
components for every individual microplane I, namely �V and �I

D, and the components R of the tangential
strain vector �RI

T , by projecting the macroscopic strain tensor � onto the material planes:

�V � � : V ; �I
D � � : DI ; �RI

T � � : TRI : �12�
The individual projection tensors V , DI and TRI are de®ned by the geometry of each microplane in terms

of the nI , the normal to the Ith plane see Fig. 1:

V :� 1

3
1;

DI :� nI 
 nI ÿ 1

3
1; �13�

TRI :� 1

2
nI

J 1KR

ÿ � nI
K1JR ÿ 2nI

J nI
KnI

R

�
:

Note, that for the model considered here, the normal strain components �I
N as well as the normal

projection tensor N I are additively decomposed into a normal volumetric and a normal deviatoric part

�I
N � �V � �I

D; N I � V �DI � nI 
 nI : �14�
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The microplane index I has been omitted for the volumetric projection, since the volumetric strain
component is identical for each microplane. The projection tensor TRI is of third order for the general three-
dimensional case, reducing to a second-order tensor T I � nI 
 tI with nI � tI � 0 for a two-dimensional
setting. Consequently, the vector of tangential strains �RI

T reduces to a scalar �I
T for the two-dimensional

case.

3.2. Constitutive laws on the microplanes

The constitutive laws for every individual microplane can be formulated based on the theory of plasticity
as well as on continuum damage mechanics or a combination of both, see Carol and Ba�zant [12]. In this
study, we will restrict our model to materials for which damage evolution is the dominant dissipative
mechanism. The microplane stresses rV, rI

D and rRI
T can thus be determined through uniaxial damage laws,

given in Lemaitre and Chaboche [19] for example. These damage laws are formulated on every microplane
in terms of the individual damage variables dV, dI

D and dI
T and the initial constitutive moduli C0

V,C0
D and C0

T:

rV � �1ÿ dV� C0
V�V; rI

D � �1ÿ dI
D�C0

D�
I
D; rRI

T � �1ÿ dI
T�C0

T�
RI
T : �15�

Note, that the tangential damage law is based on the so-called `parallel tangential hypothesis' assuming
that the tangential stress vector rRI

T always remains parallel to the corresponding strain vector �RI
T . This

assumption was ®rst proposed by Ba�zant and Prat [4] to preserve the one-dimensional character of the
constitutive microplane laws also for the tangential law.

As proposed by Lemaitre and Chaboche [19], the damage variables dV, dI
D and dI

T can be interpreted as
the reduction of net-stress carrying cross section area fraction of the individual plane

dI � AI
damaged

AI
total

with 06 dI 6 1: �16�

Herein, AI
damaged de®nes the e�ective area of microcracks and microcavities of the Ith microplane, whereas

AI
total describes the undamaged microplane area. The evolution of the damage variables is governed by the

individual history parameters jV, jI
D and jI

T, representing the most severe deformation in the history of the
microplane I:

dV � d̂V�jV�; dI
D � d̂ I

D�jI
D�; dI

T � d̂ I
T�jI

T�: �17�

Considering concrete behavior, di�erent laws for tension and compression need to be applied. Ba�zant
and Prat [4] have chosen exponential damage laws except for volumetric compression. They are summa-
rized in Table 1. The resulting stress±strain relations on the individual microplanes are depicted in Fig. 2.

The values of j are thus nondecreasing. Their growth is only possible, if the corresponding damage
loading function �U is equal to zero. In analogy to the theory of plasticity, the evolution of the history
parameters j is determined by the Kuhn±Tucker conditions:

Fig. 1. Microplane kinematics.
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_jV P 0; �UV6 0; _jV
�UV � 0;

_jI
D P 0; �UI

D6 0; _jI
D

�UI
D � 0;

_jI
T P 0; �UI

T6 0; _jI
T

�UI
T � 0:

�18�

Herein, the damage loading functions �U are assumed to be formulated in a strain-based fashion in the
sense of Simo and Ju [26] (�U � �̂U��; . . .�). In analogy to gradient plasticity, they also include a gradient
term, see de Borst et al. [8]. Thus, the loading functions �U are assumed to depend not only on the local
strains � and on the local history variables j, but also on the strain gradients $2�:

�U � �̂U��;$2�; j�: �19�
With the help of Eq. (8), the individual damage loading functions can be written in terms of the absolute

value of the nonlocal strains �� and the history variables j.

�UV � j��Vj ÿ jV6 0; �UI
D � j��I

Dj ÿ jI
D6 0; �UI

T � �cI
T ÿ jI

T6 0: �20�
Note, that the tangential loading function is governed by the norm of the corresponding nonlocal

tangential strain vector

�cI
T �

�����������
��RI

T ��RI
T

q
�21�

to preserve the one-dimensional format of the tangential microplane laws. The nonlocal strain components
of Eq. (20) are de®ned analogously to their local counterparts, compare with Eq. (12):

��V � �� : V ; ��I
D � �� : DI ; ��RI

T � �� : TRI : �22�

3.3. Overall constitutive law

The macroscopic stress tensor is related to the microplane stress components by the equivalence of
virtual work performed on the surface of a unit sphere. The macroscopic virtual work is given by the scalar
product of the stress tensor and the virtual strains integrated over the surface of a unit sphere X:

Table 1

Microplane damage moduli �1ÿ d� for concrete

Volumetric 1ÿ dV Tension �V P 0 exp ÿ jV

a1

h ip1
h i

Compression �V < 0 1ÿ jV

a

� �ÿp � ÿ jV

b

� �q

Deviatoric 1ÿ dI
D Tension �I

D P 0 exp ÿ jI
D

a1

h ip1
h i

Compression �I
D < 0 exp ÿ jI

D

a2

h ip2
h i

Tangential 1ÿ dI
T Tension �RI

T P 0 exp ÿ jI
T

a3

h ip3
h i

Compression �RI
T < 0 exp ÿ jI

T

a3

h ip3
h i

Fig. 2. Individual constitutive laws on a microplane.
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Ŵ macro �
Z

X
r : d� dX � 4

3p
r : d�: �23�

Analogously, the virtual work performed on the microplanes is given by the product of the stress and
virtual strain components in the normal and tangential directions integrated over X:

Ŵ micro �
Z

X
rV�� � rD�d�N � rTd�T� dX: �24�

Expressing the virtual strain components d�N and d�T through the microplane kinematics of Eq. (12)

d�N � d� : N ; d�T � d� : T �25�
and numerically approximating the integral of Eq. (24) by a ®nite sum yields the overall stress tensor r as a
weighted summation of the individual microplane stress components

r � rV1�
Xnmp

I�1

rI
DN I wI �

Xnmp

I�1

rRI
T TRI wI : �26�

Herein, nmp represents the number of microplanes and wI are the corresponding weight coe�cients. In a
two-dimensional setting, 12 microplanes, nmp � 12, of equal weight wI � 1=12 have been shown to yield
reasonable results, see for example Ba�zant and Prat [4]. For a three-dimensional model problem, at least
nmp � 21 microplanes should be taken into account, see Stroud [27] for their geometry and the corre-
sponding weight coe�cients. The constitutive relation between the macroscopic strain tensor � and the
overall stress tensor r is given through the modi®ed elasticity tensor ~C which can be interpreted as a
summation of the weighted microplane moduli projected by the individual projection tensors:

~C � �1ÿ dV�C0
V 1
 V �

Xnmp

I�1

�1ÿ dI
D�C0

D N I 
DI wI �
Xnmp

I�1

�1ÿ dI
T�C0

T TRI 
 TRI wI : �27�

For the originally undamaged material, ~C is equal to the elasticity tensor C el, so that C0
V, C0

D and C0
T can

be expressed in terms of the Lam�e constants l and k.

C el � 2l14 � k1
 1 � C0
V 1
 V �

Xnmp

I�1

C0
D N I 
DI wI �

Xnmp

I�1

C0
T TRI 
 TRI wI � ~C : �28�

Applying the e�ective stress concept together with the principle of strain equivalence, see [19], the overall
stress±strain relation of anisotropic damage can be expressed in terms of the tensor of initial elastic moduli
C el and a fourth-order damage tensor D:

r � ~C : � � �1ÿD� : C el : �: �29�
Consequently, the modi®ed elasticity tensor ~C which was de®ned in Eq. (27) can be cast into an overall

fourth-order damage tensor:

D � 1ÿ ~C : C elÿ1: �30�
Thus, the present model ®ts into the framework of tensorial damage, see Carol et al. [10]. However, there is
no need to explicitly calculate this damage tensor D. The constitutive equations of the microplane model
are summarized in Table 2.

4. Finite element implementation

4.1. Governing equations

The boundary value problem of gradient damage is governed by the equilibrium equation and by the
implicit de®nition of the nonlocal strains:
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$ � r� f � 0; �31�

��ÿ c$2�� � �; �32�
where f represents an external load vector. The governing equations can be solved by applying an inde-
pendent ®nite element discretization of the displacement ®eld u and the nonlocal strain ®eld ��. As proposed
in Section 2, the following boundary conditions will be applied:

u � up on Cu;

t � r � n on Cr; �33�
��n � $�� � n � 0 on C:

Integrating Eqs. (31) and (32) over the domain X and weighting with wu and w��, respectively, yields the
weak forms given as follows:Z

X
wT

u �$ � r� f � dX � 0; �34�

Z
X

wT
�� ���ÿ c$2��� dX �

Z
X

wT
�� � dX: �35�

Integration by parts, applying the divergence theorem and including the boundary conditions (33) results
in the following pair of equations:Z

X
$wT

u r dX �
Z

X
wT

u f dX�
Z

C
wT

u t dC; �36�Z
X

wT
�� �� dX�

Z
X

$wT
�� c$�� dX �

Z
X

wT
�� � dX: �37�

4.2. Discretization

The corresponding ®nite element discretization of the displacement ®eld u and the nonlocal strain ®eld ��
is given by

Table 2

Constitutive equations of the microplane model

Kinematics � � $symu

Stresses r � rV � rD � rT

Volumetric rV � �1ÿ dV�C0
V 1
 V

� �
: �

Deviatoric rI
D �

Pnmp
I�1 �1ÿ dI

D� C0
D N I 
DI

� �
: �

Tangential rRI
T �

Pnmp
I�1 �1ÿ dI

T�C0
T TRI 
 TRI

� �
: �

Damage

Volumetric dV � d̂V�jV�
Deviatoric dI

D � d̂ I
D�jI

D�
Tangential dI

T � d̂ I
T�jI

T�
Loading functions

Volumetric �UV � j��Vj ÿ jV ��V � �� : V

Deviatoric �UI
D � j��I

Dj ÿ jI
D ��I

D � �� : DI

Tangential �UI
T � �cI

T ÿ jI
T ��RI

T � �� : TRI �cI
T �

�����������
��RI

T ��RI
T

p
Kuhn±Tucker conditions

Volumetric _�jV P 0 �UV6 0 _�jV
�UV � 0

Deviatoric _�jI
D P 0 �UI

D6 0 _�jI
D

�UI
D � 0

Tangential _�jI
T P 0 �UI

T6 0 _�jI
T

�UI
T � 0
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u � Nudu; $u � Budu;
�� � N��d��; $�� � B��d��

�38�

with du and d�� being the nodal degrees of freedom. Nu and N �� represent the shape functions and Bu and B��

include their partial derivatives with respect to the coordinates. According to the Bubnov-Galerkin method,
the corresponding weight functions can be discretized analogously:

wu � Nudwu; $wu � Budwu;
w�� � N��dw��; $w�� � B��dw��:

�39�

The resulting equations have to be satis®ed for all admissible nodal weights dwu and dw��. Consequently,
the discretized equilibrium equation reduces toZ

X
BT

u r dX �
Z

X
NT

u f dX�
Z

C
NT

u t dC; �40�

whereas the discretized implicit de®nition of the nonlocal strains is given in the following formZ
X
�NT

�� N�� � BT
�� cB���d�� dX �

Z
X

NT
�� � dX: �41�

4.3. Linearization

In order to construct a consistent incremental-iterative Newton±Raphson solution procedure, Eqs. (40)
and (41) have to be linearized. The main advantage of the gradient continuum equations compared to the
nonlocal integral equations is that the linearization is straightforward. At the nodal level, the linearization
at iteration i with respect to the previous iteration iÿ 1 is given by

du;i � du;iÿ1 � Ddu; d��;i � d��;iÿ1 � Dd��; �42�
which results in the following linearization of the stress tensor at the integration point level:

ri � riÿ1 � Dr: �43�
Herein, the incremental stresses Dr are given by

Dr � or

o�

����
iÿ1

: D�� or

o��

����
iÿ1

: D�� �44�

with the linearized local and nonlocal strain tensor given as follows:

�i � �iÿ1 � D�; D� � BuDdu;
��i � ��iÿ1 � D��; D�� � N��Dd��:

�45�

The partial derivative of the stress tensor with respect to the local strain tensor yields the modi®ed
elasticity tensor ~C which was already de®ned in Eq. (27):

or

o�

����
iÿ1

:� ~Ciÿ1 � �1ÿ dV;iÿ1�C0
V 1
 V �

Xnmp

I�1

�1ÿ dI
D;iÿ1�C0

D N I 
DI wI

�
Xnmp

I�1

�1ÿ dI
T;iÿ1�C0

T TRI 
 TRI wI : �46�

The following fourth-order tensor which we will denote by D ~C represents the partial derivative of the
stress tensor with respect to the nonlocal strains:

or

o��

����
iÿ1

:� D ~C � DCV 1
 V �
Xnmp

I�1

DCI
D N I 
DI wI �

Xnmp

I�1

DCRS;I
T TRI 
 TSI wI: �47�

Herein, DCV, DCI
D and DCRS;I

T denote the linearization of the individual constitutive moduli on the mi-
croplane level:
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DCV � o�1ÿ dV�
ojV

� �
iÿ1

ojV

o��V

� �
iÿ1

�V;iÿ1C0
V;

DCI
D �

o�1ÿ dI
D�

ojI
D

� �
iÿ1

ojI
D

o��I
D

" #
iÿ1

�I
D;iÿ1C0

D; �48�

DCRS;I
T � o�1ÿ dI

T�
ojI

T

� �
iÿ1

ojI
T

o�cI
T

" #
iÿ1

�RI
T;iÿ1��SI

T;iÿ1

�cI
T

C0
T:

The partial derivatives of the damage moduli according to Ba�zant and Prat [4] with respect to their
history parameters are summarized in Table 3. Since damage growth is only possible for loading, the in-
dividual DCV, DCI

D and DCRS;I
T reduce to zero for unloading and reloading:

ojV

o��V

h i
iÿ1
� 0 for �UV 6� 0 �unloading�;

1 for �UV � 0 �loading�;

(
ojI

D

o��I
D

� �
iÿ1

� 0 for �UI
D 6� 0 �unloading�;

1 for �UI
D � 0 �loading�;

(

ojI
T

o�cI
T

� �
iÿ1

� 0 for �UI
T 6� 0 �unloading�;

1 for �UI
T � 0 �loading�:

( �49�

Substitution of Eq. (44) into (40) yields the linearized form of the equilibrium equation which takes the
familiar form of purely displacement ®eld based ®nite elements except for the coupling termR

X BT
u D ~CN��Dd�� dX which only occurs for loading:Z

X
BT

u
~Ciÿ1BuDdu dX�

Z
X

BT
u D ~CN��Dd�� dX �

Z
X

NT
u f dX�

Z
C

NT
u t dCÿ

Z
X

BT
u riÿ1 dX: �50�

The linearized averaging equation obtained from Eq. (41) by substituting Eq. (45) is given in the fol-
lowing form:

ÿ
Z

X
NT

�� BuDdu dX�
Z

X
NT

�� N ��

ÿ � BT
�� cB��

�
Dd�� dX

�
Z

X
�NT

�� N��

�
� BT

�� cB���d��;iÿ1 ÿNT
�� Budu;iÿ1

�
dX: �51�

The governing Eqs. (50) and (51) can be combined in the following system of equations including the
enhanced element sti�ness matrix, the vector of the unknowns and the external and internal element forces.

Table 3

Linearization of microplane damage moduli �1ÿ d�
o�1ÿdV�

ojV

h i
iÿ1

Tension �V P 0 ÿ exp ÿ jV

a1

h ip1
h i

p1
1
a1

h ip1

jV� �p1ÿ1

Compression �V < 0 ÿ 1ÿ jV

a

� �ÿpÿ1 p
a� ÿ jV

b

� �qÿ1 q
b

o�1ÿdI
D
�

ojI
D

h i
iÿ1

Tension �I
D P 0 ÿ exp ÿ jI

D

a1

h ip1
h i

p1
1
a1

h ip1

jI
D

� �p1ÿ1

Compression �I
D < 0 ÿ exp ÿ jI

D

a2

h ip2
h i

p2
1
a2

h ip2

jI
D

� �p2ÿ1

o�1ÿdI
T
�

ojI
T

h i
iÿ1

Tension �RI
T P 0 ÿ exp ÿ jI

T

a3

h ip3
h i

p3
1
a3

h ip3

jI
T

� �p3ÿ1

Compression �RI
T < 0 ÿ exp ÿ jI

T
a3

h ip3
h i

p3
1
a3

h ip3

jI
T

� �p3ÿ1
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Kuu;iÿ1 Ku��;iÿ1

K��u;iÿ1 K����;iÿ1

� �
Ddu

Dd��

� �
� f ext

u

f ext
��

� �
ÿ f int

u;iÿ1

f int
��;iÿ1

" #
: �52�

Herein, the submatrices and subvectors are de®ned as follows:

Kuu;iÿ1 �
Z

X
BT

u
~Ciÿ1Bu dX;

Ku��;iÿ1 �
Z

X
BT

u D ~CN �� dX;

K��u;iÿ1 � ÿ
Z

X
NT

�� Bu dX;

K����;iÿ1 �
Z

X
�NT

�� N �� � BT
�� cB��� dX;

f int
u;iÿ1 �

Z
X

BT
u riÿ1 dX;

f ext
u �

Z
X

NT
u f dX�

Z
C

NT
u t dC;

f int
��;iÿ1 � ÿ

Z
X
�NT

�� N ��

�
� BT

�� cB���d��;iÿ1 ÿNT
�� Budu;iÿ1

�
dX;

f ext
�� � 0:

Note, that the element sti�ness matrix of the gradient microplane damage model becomes nonsymmetric
since Ku�� 6� KT

��u. After assembling the global system of equations, which is of course nonsymmetric as well,
a Newton±Raphson method can be applied to determine the incremental update of the unknowns Ddu and
Dd��.

4.4. Special case of local continuum

The special case of a local continuum can be obtained by setting the gradient parameter c equal to zero.
The nonlocal strain tensor thus reduces to the local strain tensor:

c � 0 ! � � ��ÿ c$2�� � ��: �53�
For this particular case, the sum of ~C and D ~C de®nes the consistent tangent operator ~C lin of the local

constitutive model:

~C lin � ~C � D ~C : �54�
The consistent tangent operator can be applied to determine the local loss of ellipticity of the nonen-

hanced local microplane model, see Kuhl and Ramm [17]. As soon as the singularity of the accoustic tensor
q,

det q � det n ~C linn
h i

� 0 �55�

is ful®lled for any possible vector n, the introduction of a gradient term becomes necessary to avoid the loss
of well-posedness of the underlying boundary value problem.

5. Examples

In the following chapter, the capabilities of the present model will be analyzed for several examples. The
simulations are based on a set of parameters which have been chosen according to Ba�zant and O�zbolt [5].
The 10 microplane parameters as well as the two elastic parameters E and m are summarized in Table 4. In
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correspondence to the microplane damage laws introduced in Section 3.2, damage evolution in volumetric
compression is governed by the parameters a; b; p and q. The parameter sets �a; p� are related to normal
tension �a1; p1�, deviatoric compression �a2; p2� and tangential material behavior �a3; p3�, respectively.

To avoid stress oscillations, it is important to guarantee that the interpolation of the two di�erent ®elds
is balanced. Therefore, we will apply serendipity shape functions for the interpolation of the displacement
®eld u whereas the interpolation of the nonlocal strain ®eld �� will be bilinear, see Peerlings et al. [22]. In the
following examples, both ®elds will be integrated numerically by a 2� 2 point Gauss integration as indi-
cated in Fig. 3.

5.1. In¯uence of the gradient enhancement

In the ®rst example, the in¯uence of the gradient term will be investigated. Therefore, a bar of the length
L � 100 mm will be analyzed under tensile loading. In order to trigger localization, the Young's modulus
has been reduced by 5% in a l � 10 mm wide zone in the middle of the bar, see Fig. 4. The specimen is
discretized with 40, 80 and 160 elements, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the load de¯ection curves of the three
di�erent discretizations (left) as well as the in¯uence of di�erent gradient parameters for the discretization
with 80 elements (right). The specimen response is almost identical for the three di�erent discretizations, see
Fig. 5 (left). Obviously, due to the incorporation of strain gradients in the loading functions, a mesh-in-
dependent solution with a ®nite energy dissipation has been found. The in¯uence of the gradient parameter
c is illustrated in Fig. 5 (right). Obviously, the gradient parameter in¯uences the brittleness of the response.
For an increasing gradient parameter, the specimen behaves more ductile and the load-carrying capacity
increases. The spreading of the localization zone due to a larger gradient parameter obviously delays the
beginning of localization.

The evolution of the local and nonlocal strains corresponding to di�erent gradient parameters is given in
Figs. 6 and 7. Five di�erent loading stages are depicted based on a discretization with 80 elements. First, we
will analyze the evolution of the local strains presented in Fig. 6 (left). A zone of concentrated straining can
already be found after a few load steps. Upon further loading, a clear narrowing of the localization zone is
observed. Physically, this behavior can be explained by the coalescence of several microcracks in one single

Fig. 3. Degrees of freedom of gradient element.

Table 4

Parameters for the microplane model

E 20 000 N/mm2

a 0.05

p 1.0

m 0.18

b 0.035

q 1.85

a1 0.00006

a2 0.0004

a3 0.0004

p1 1.2

p2 1.1

p3 1.1
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Fig. 6. Evolution of strain distribution in bar with imperfection (1).

Fig. 7. Evolution of strain distribution in bar with imperfection (2).

Fig. 5. One-dimensional bar with imperfection ± load±de¯ection curves.

Fig. 4. One-dimensional bar with imperfection ± geometry.
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macroscopic crack. Nevertheless, the evolution of the nonlocal strains �� given in Fig. 6 (right) and Fig. 7 is
completely di�erent. The width of concentrated nonlocal strains remains unchanged throughout all steps.
Although the amount of the nonlocal strains increases upon further loading, the width of the a�ected zone
is ®xed upon initiation. The value of the gradient parameter clearly in¯uences the width of this zone as well
as the maximum value of the nonlocal strains in the middle of the bar. When comparing the ®rst loading
stage of the four di�erent diagrams in Figs. 6 and 7, almost identical distributions are found. Obviously, the
in¯uence of the strain gradients is not yet noticeable at this early stage of loading.

5.2. Localization within a compression panel

The second example concerns compression of a square panel clamped between two rigid platens. The
friction coe�cients between the loading platens and the specimen are assumed as in®nite, thus constraining
the lateral movement of those boundaries. The block which is assumed to be in a plane stress state has a
thickness of t � 10 mm. The gradient parameter has been chosen equal to c � 20 mm2. As indicated in
Fig. 8, only one quarter of the system is modelled by 5� 5, 10� 10 and 15� 15 elements, respectively. The
corresponding load de¯ection curves are given in Fig. 8. Since the 5� 5 element discretization only rep-
resents a rough approximation of the kinematics of the problem, the corresponding load±de¯ection curve
di�ers slightly from the curves of the ®ner meshes. However, the curves of the 10� 10 and the 15� 15
element discretization are almost identical. The regularizing in¯uence of the gradient enhancement is also
demonstrated by the three di�erent deformed con®gurations of Fig. 9 and by the strain distributions given
in Fig. 10. Under compressive loading, a clear shear band deformation pattern under an angle of 45� to the
loading axis is found.

5.3. Tension specimen with imperfection

Finally, we will analyze the behavior of a specimen under tensile loading. We will investigate one quarter
of the system, discretized by 6� 12 and 12� 24 elements. Again, we have reduced the Young's modulus of
the grey element of Fig. 11 by 5%, simulating an imperfection in order to trigger localization. A plane stress
situation is assumed. The thickness of the specimen is t � 10 mm. Both load±de¯ection curves are depicted
in Fig. 11. In contrast to the compression panel of the previous example, a brittle failure mode is observed
for the tension specimen. Furthermore, under compressive loading, the specimen can resist a much higher
load than under tensile loading. The characteristic behavior of concrete of being much more sensitive to
tension is thus properly reproduced by the microplane model. Subjected to tensile loading, a concrete
specimen fails due to decohesion whereas under compressive loading, frictional slip dominates the failure
mechanism. When comparing the strain distributions of the compression panel of Fig. 10 with those of the
tension specimen of Fig. 12, we observe that this phenomenon is also simulated correctly. In contrast to the

Fig. 8. Geometry and load±de¯ection curves of compression panel.
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Fig. 9. Deformed con®gurations on compression panel.

Fig. 10. Strain distributions of compression panel.

Fig. 11. Geometry and load±de¯ection curves of tension test.

Fig. 12. Strain distributions of tension test.
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compression panel, under tensile loading the strains tend to localize in a fracture zone normal to the loading
axis as depicted in Fig. 12.

6. Conclusion

A constitutive model for the anisotropic failure of quasi-brittle materials has been developed. Anisot-
ropy has been incorporated via the microplane concept. To account for microstructural interaction, the
continuum model has been enriched by strain gradients. Compared to other nonlocal models, the gradient
continuum enhancement is considered an elegant way of introducing an internal length scale. The gov-
erning equations remain local in a ®nite element sense and can be solved by introducing an additional ®eld
for the gradient term. Consequently, the loss of well-posedness of the boundary value problem is avoided.
The in¯uence of the additional gradient term has been investigated by numerical examples which con-
®rmed, that the results remain mesh independent even in the post-critical regime. The presented model thus
incorporates in a natural fashion the typical failure mechanisms of quasi-brittle materials, namely failure-
induced anisotropy and strain localization.
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